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FAMILIES
STRONG

CHURCH PARTNERSHIP PACKAGE

STRONG CHURCHES



 Why BUILD STRONG FAMILIES? 

 

 

A Family Masterplan


Family is God’s design. His masterplan from the beginning has always been FAMILY; first with Adam in Eden, 
then in a dramatic do-over with Noah, by fulfilling a promise to Abraham and ultimately in Christ.



God’s narrative reaches a crescendo as Jesus arrives on 
the scene; a Son revealing His Father. A Bridegroom 
looking for a Bride. God’s passion for family is emphatic.


The Creator purposefully wove this same longing into 
every Human Being He ever created too! Whether they 
frequent your Church, watch services online, meet in 
small groups, participate on ministry teams, or simply live 
in the community where you serve; they LONG for a 
strong, vibrant and flourishing family. Why? It’s in our 
DNA!  Strong Families are Heaven’s design and God’s 
desire. And the place of Hell's great onslaught.  
 

How is your church intentionally, specifically building and equipping families? Can we help?




A Family Crisis

The attack on the nuclear family is increasing, accelerating and evolving at an incredible rate. And it’s 
happening on our watch! Statistics on divorce, fatherlessness and the declining generational transfer of 
Christian beliefs all attest to the struggle that families are facing.




Where biblical principles and family values were once affirmed 
within western culture, they have quickly been replaced with an anti-
biblical and anti-family message.


A recent survey on Faith & Relationships by Communio, notes that 
“the sharp and culturally disruptive decline in married fathers over 
the past 60 years appears to be driving the decline in active 
church participation.” (emphasis added)


We also recognize the mounting workload of vocational ministers, 
tending to those families in need ~ marriages on the brink, the daily 
strain of parenting, and homes under stress. 


Therefore, how can the Church respond to this Family Crisis? 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Wise people are builders - they build families, businesses, communities. And through 
intelligence and insight their enterprises are established and endure. 

Proverbs 24:3 TPT

The sharp and culturally 
disruptive decline in 
married fathers over the 
past 60 years appears to 
be driving the decline in 
active church 
participation.” 

~ Communio Survey

FRP Canada Directors, Dan & Rachel White with their Family



Why BUILD STRONG FAMILIES?


A Family Reformation 
A Family Reformation ~ ‘the return of a people to live in God’s original design and intention for family’  

THE FAMILY REFORMATION PROJECT (FRP) is a global 
movement dedicated to building and equipping families 
according to God’s original design. FRP’s Family Legacy Protocols 
provides biblical, intentional and practical tools to transform the 
culture of every home and transform entire families. 

The STRONG FAMILIES STRONG CHURCHES Partnership 
Package is created as a means to support Churches in the process 
of building and equipping strong families. Here’s the bottom line:


“Whoever wins the family, wins the culture in the end.”







 
 

 

An Invitation To Partner 
Churches have a wealth of resources at their fingertips! FRP’s point of differentiation is PARTNERSHIP.  
 
More than offering a video and workbook, we’ll actually come and 
train up Family Coach Specialists from within your congregation 
AND provide them with ongoing support and coaching through our 
online learning environment known as The Tribe.


In this package you will be introduced to: 

• The FRP Approach 

• The Equipping Process 

• Partnership Options + Testimonies  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“Churches must immediately adopt new strategies and approaches  
to restore marriage and improve fatherhood.” ~ Communio Survey

Recent FRP Family Coach Specialist Grads

Real Families Impacted by The Family Reformation Project



THE FRP APPROACH


 

The FRP Approach is carefully designed to maximize outcomes around the FRP mission: 

'To Build & Equip Families According to God’s Original Design,  
Transforming Culture for the Good’ 

 

Six Family Legacy Focuses


God’s original design for family is clearly illustrated in the 
Old Testament scriptures where we read about the 
original family ~ the Family of Israel. 


The Family Legacy Focuses are deeply inspired by those 
original blueprints and adapted into six Protocols, which 
make up the Family Legacy work.





The Family Legacy Work 

The six Family Legacy Protocols are laid out in full in 

The Family Legacy Book and The Family Legacy Workbook, 

both authored by Dr Randall W Bixby.


We have an array of delivery systems for teaching and equipping 

pastors, leaders, coaches and families, including the following:


 

 

 
 

Our Unique Partnership

	 


We carry the heavy load of TRAINING 

We coach you through a successful LAUNCH strategy & execution 

We offer continued SUPPORT to Family Coach Specialists
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THE FRP APPROACH


Family Legacy Protocols Overview

Here are the ‘How-To’s’ for passing on the character and nature of God to our families and future generations.
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Unlock A Vibrant Culture At Home with Emotional Intelligence  
 

Cultivate a safe, trusting and fun environment at home as you grow in self-
governance, emotional intelligence and healthy communication. Grow in empathetic 
listening, conflict resolution + forgiveness, maximize personality preferences and 
create a family social covenant.

Uncover God’s Unique Blueprint For Your Family  
 

Discover the unique identity and legacy that your family are called to live in. By 
exploring family history, healing family brokenness and learning God’s heart for your 
family, you’ll create a new story to move forward with and a family Coat of Arms! 

Engage Family Around Rhythms of Meaningful Conversation 
 

Brainstorm, Plan, and Launch regular intentional family connections that make doing 
family together life-giving, supportive, purposeful and fun, while empowering the 
entire family to succeed.

Design Family Adventures To Transform Hearts 
 

Create intentional, fun and memorable learning experiences for the whole family to 
enjoy annually, while anchoring the moments and milestones of family legacy deep 
into hearts for generations to come.

Establish A Family Response To Life’s Storms 
Equip and empower your family to stay connected + meaningfully engaged in 
challenging times of need. Steward your family with wisdom during times of 
vulnerability when mindsets are fashioned, that have both real time and generational 
consequences.

Assemble A Treasured Legacy For The Next Generation 
An end-of-life process for creating enduring legacy, passing on the most important 
things in life (wisdom, blessing, heavenly blessing, possessions and a legacy 
covenant) to our children and grandchildren, while teaching them how to do the 
same.



THE EQUIPPING PROCESS


The Equipping Process is a journey that FRP and Church Leaders or Leadership Team walk together 
to accomplish the following steps:



STEP ONE | IDENTIFY ~ Who do we need on the team?

FRP & Church Leadership work together to prayerfully identify couples and/or individuals who 
show promise for leadership roles around Family Ministries. 

STEP TWO | RECRUIT ~ How do we get them on the team?

Candidates are invited to a presentation by FRP on the Family Legacy work in a local church 
environment. An invitation is given for the candidates to participate in the Family Legacy training 
with a view to establishing or reinforcing family ministries within their local church context. 

STEP THREE | TRAIN ~ How do we train up our team members?

Candidates are then taken through Family School where they will be trained and equipped in all 
six Family Legacy Protocols. Additionally, candidates will also be trained in the Coach Approach 
to Families and developing a launch plan tailor-made for their community. 

STEP FOUR | LAUNCH ~ How do we launch our team members?

FRP will assist the new Family Specialist(s) in implementing the Family Legacy work within their 
environment. Often this may look like starting with a specialized small group aimed at training up 
other leaders and then forming a leadership team to help with the multiplication of the ministry, 
while also sustaining a ‘live it to give it’ mentality. 

STEP FIVE | SUPPORT ~ What is our continuum of care?

With the ministry launched, Specialists are invited to continue in relationship with FRP as 
members of the FRP Tribe. There, they will find connection with other Specialists and Family 
Coaches, and receive accountability and encouragement around the family work. Tribe 
membership includes; monthly tribe calls, monthly individual checkins, access to coaching and 
our annual tribe trips. 

On the next page is a flow diagram detailing the Partnership Process. 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THE EQUIPPING PROCESS
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CHURCH PARTNERSHIP OPTIONS 

Here is a breakdown of our two-fold FRP Church Partnership Package:  
 

 
 
 



















*Family School Pricing 

Family School is priced around 80% less than comparable certifications, to maximize accessibility  
  ~ (Comparisons available upon request)

 
**Payment Plan Options 

1 Payment + 3% Processing Fee, 2 Pay / 3 Pay (Equal Payments + 3% Processing Fee + 1x $50 Set Up Fee)


***Multiple Person Discounts 
 

Training / Support ~ 1 $1500/$125, 2 $2250/$200, 3 $3000/$275, 4 $3500/$325, Each Addition $500/$50 

 

 
“Whoever wins the family, wins the culture in the end.”  

Dr Randy Bixby 
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FL101/102 | Six Legacy Protocols


FL201 | Coach Approach to Family


Strategic Consultations (x3)


Family Coach Certification

Tribe Training (2/Month) 

Specialist Checkin (Monthly) 

Church Checkin (Bi-annual) 

Tribe Trip Invitation (Annual) 

$125 / MONTH

TRAINING SUPPORT
@ The FAMILY SCHOOL @ The TRIBE

Multiple Person Discounts Available***

$1500

Payment Plan Options Available**  

Total  
Training Hours

50

SAVE 10% WITH ANNUAL BILLING 
*

upon completion of The Family School



CHURCH PARTNERSHIP TESTIMONIES 

 














 
 
 
 

 

 

NEXT STEPS 
 

Need more info? Visit www.TheFamilyReformationProject.com to learn about 
Partnership Opportunities, Speaking Engagements, Conferences & More!!
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After experiencing the “Family Legacy Encounter Weekend” 
with Randy and Lesli, our family culture changed. We are now 
aware of the Kingdom legacy our family is called to 
steward. There is more intentionality in our relationships. Our 
family bond has increased.  Our three adult sons and 
daughter-in-law have a model for a Kingdom family that will 
pass on for generations!    After our personal family 
transformation, we invited Randy and Lesli to take all the 
families of our church through a “Family Legacy Conference.” 
The fruit has been amazing and ongoing.

“As a pastor I are always looking for ways to encourage and 
strengthen families. As I came into contact with Randy and The 
Family Legacy protocols, I realized these were all the things that I 
talk about and wanted to implement into my church. I realized 
that I wasn’t giving my church the TOOLS to learn HOW TO 
communicate, the TOOLS to manage a crisis effectively, the 
TOOLS to love and forgive in a family unit. As I began to read the 
book and workbook I recognized that this is my heart on paper, 
only it had the tools to actually do it. We said yes, and I’m very 
thrilled that we did.”

"If you’re a  pastor, we want to encourage 
you to host a conference. Give your 
congregation the tools to equip them with 
healthy communication and a way to take 
their family from a dysfunctional way of living 
into a healthy way of loving on each other 
just as God intended.”

MIKE & DR ERNESTINE GRAHAM 

Lead Pastors, Spirit Wind Healing Ministries

MITCH IVEY, Lead Pastor 

Grace Community Church 


PETE & LISA DRESSER 
Lead Pastors, MDCC


Email us at FRP.contactus@gmail.com to arrange a Family Legacy Presentation 

mailto:FRP.contactus@gmail.com
http://www.TheFamilyReformationProject.com

